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Editorial

Performance testing is a normal as well as the important component in product development and
services.  Understanding its significance, the authors Alim Ul Gias, Rayhanur Rahman, Asif Imran and
Kazi Sakib have proposed the design of a testing framework IVRIDIO which introduces TFP as a
Service (TFPaaS). IVRIDIO incorporates the Plugin for TFP in the Cloud (PTFPC) aiming to provide
instant feedbacks - a prime requirement of TFP to immediately fix critical performance issues. For
evaluation,  they have proposed Summated Usability Metric (SUM) score in their paper on “TFPaaS
: Test-first Performance as a Service to Cloud for Software Tesitng Environment”.

The Services Oriented Architecture reflects the technology behind the web information systems.
Due to the open availability of legal software code, it is possible for small users to use and do a few
changes for their local application. For doing it effectively the integration of several applications in
one platform is required. Mohamed Gharzouli in his paper on “Reuse of Legacy Softwares in SOA, A
case study of the “Next Version” Technique” has presented  a case study about the use of the “next
version” technique to develop a Web service based application by reusing an existent legacy software.

In the paper on  “The Performance Evaluation of Proactive Fault Tolerant Scheme over Cloud
using CloudSim Simulator” the authors Alim Ul Gias, Rayhanur Rahman, Asif Imran and Kazi Sakib
introduced the dynamic load balancing techniques for cloud environment in which RAM (resource
awareness module) proactively decides whether the process can be applied on an existing virtual
machine or it should be assigned to a different virtual machine. Besides, the authors have proposed
a mechanism which proactively decides the load on virtual machines and according to the
requirement either creates a new virtual machine or uses an existing virtual machine for the
assigning the process.

In the last paper on “Challenges in Ontology-Based Association Rules Mining” the author Eya Ben
Ahmed has surveyed the ontology-based association rules mining methods with supporting
architectures and proposition.

The papers in this issue offer different approaches for web content processing.
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